How to Browse the Video Collection in Minerva

Step 1: Visit the Library homepage at https://library.albany.edu/

Step 2: Click the "Books" tab to quickly pull up Minerva (the library catalog).

Step 3: Click the "Advanced Catalog Search" link.

Step 4: Select the "Video (All)" Format from the "Choose a Collection/Format" Dropdown and hit to browse all of the items in the video collection.

Step 5: Browse Results!

Browsing/Searching Hints:
- **Branching Out**: Opening the record of a film you love already will show you a series of blue linked subject headings. By clicking on a subject heading, you can view all video titles with that specific subject or genre for more selections.
- **Browse by Genre**: Alternatively, to browse by fiction genre, try doing a Video Format search along with the genre name – e.g. "science fiction" or "thriller". Be sure to select "Words Anywhere" in the "Field to Search" box.

Field to search

Search for

Words anywhere • thriller • AND •